The History of Ewell or Spring Glen
From 1877 to 1907 by Walter L. Ewell Sr.
"Spring Glen" or "Ewell" was called Spring Glen until they got the Post Office. Then the name was changed to Ewell and remained Ewell until the time of the closing of the Post Office, then the name of Spring Glen was re-established. The town was named Ewell from 1910 until 1925. The town center bears the physical hallmarks of most of the Mormon settlements: wide, straight streets forming a regular grid, surrounding a public square lined with Lombardy Poplars. At the beginning, it was just farming, livestock raising, and working on the new railroad. It was made up mostly of Mormon Pioneers, then later the Italians and Yugoslav (from the Austro-Hungarian empire).
The town forms one of a chain of settlements in the Prce River Valley in what is now Carbon County (but was Emery County until 1894. Emery County was formed from part of Sanpete County in 1880.)
Coming down from Price Canyon from the north (as the original settlers came), one first encounters Castle Gate, then Helper. Helper was part of Spring Glen and Ewell until after the railroad was built and they had to use extra engines to help boost the trains up Price Canyon and over Soldier Summitt. Helper was named because that was the point where the extra engines were used to "Help" over the mountains.
Beginning in 1878, Mormon settlers spread out thinly along the Price River. A few hardy souls concentrated at what later became the town of Spring Glen and Price. Around 1883 the town of Castle Gate was founded six miles north of Spring Glen to house miners attracted by the infant coal industry.
The founding of Spring Glen took in all of the territory from the Blue Cut, which lies between Carbonville and Spring Glen and all the area north to the Castle Gate (another fantastic rock formation from which the town drew its name.) This expance encompassed what would later become the town of Spring Glen or Ewell, Helper and Castle Gate. In the late 1880's and 1890's, the name "Helper" and "Spring Glen" were used interchangeably. Then in 1910, Spring Glen was called "Ewell" after Francis Marion Ewell, one of the early settlers and the process was reversed in 1925 when it again became Spring Glen.
About 1881, the D&RG Railroad was being built down Price Canyon. The first settler-James Davis came in the winter of 1877-78 from Utah County, having traveled sixty snowy miles over the mountains and canyons to build a lonely log cabin in what would later be Spring Glen. He just wanted to be alone and loved the many animals along the river and made friends with them.
Calab Rhodes who had hunted and trapped in Southern Utah early in 1877 returned in 18?9 with a group and settled for a time in Carbonville (known then as "Rhodes' Meadows", but later they built their town further down the river and called it Price.
Teancom Pratt settled Helper in 1881 and Francis Marion Ewell came to Spring Glen in 1882. Then Edwin Fulliner came next from Tucker. James Gay was his great uncle.
From the beginning, all church meetings and related activities of the settlement had been held at Francis Ewell's residence, locally known as Ewell's Hall. The Spring Glen Branch was organized in 1883. Francis Marion was the first Presiding Elder, Sunday School Superintendent, and President of the lOlst Quorum of Seventies of the The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The Sunday School was organized in 1885. Ewell's Hall also housed the town's first drama society, headed by Francis Marion Ewell, and also the first day school, taught by Ewell's daughter, Mrs. Sarah Ewell Pratt, which opened in 1886.
Up until 1881, the local economy was purely agricultural. Then they added a sawmill and a sorghum mill to produce sugar, which was owned by F. M. Ewell.
Work on the Spring Glen Canal began in 1887, nine years after James Gay arrived, and the first community project of the town. The canal project also prompted the settlers to give their dwelling-place an official name-Spring Glen. Since they now had a name for their town, they decided to build a new church building, which was completed in 1889. The chapel almost duplicated the dimensions of the Ewell Hall, 21 x 30 feet. It cost $500 to erect.
- Walter L. Ewell Sr. 



